Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common arrhythmia seen in clinical practice and that which is associated with most visits to the hospital and admissions. The treatment of AF is a therapeutic challenge since the effectiveness of anti-arrhythmia drugs used to regain and hopefully maintain sinus rhythm is poor (at least 50% of patients suffer a relapse by one year). Furthermore, these drugs are often associated with adverse events, the most serious of which are pro-arrhythmic effects that can endanger the life of the patient. Safer and more effective anti-arrhythmia drugs are therefore needed. The search for such agents requires we understand the electrophysiological mechanisms involved in the genesis and maintenance of AF, and identify possible therapeutic targets. Three mechanisms have been implicated in the genesis and maintenance of AF: a) during the second half of the 20th century the predominant hypothesis for explaining AF was the simultaneous activation of the atrium by multiple waves that were propagated in a random, disorganized manner, and which divided, joined or disappeared (the multiple wavelet hypothesis)2; b) the presence of one or more automatic atrial foci in the pulmonary veins or their proximity generating high frequency activation fronts that become fractionated and disorganized in the surrounding tissue, giving rise to “fibrillatory conduction”3; and c) the presence of one or more high frequency rotors anchored at the mouths of the pulmonary veins and the posterior wall of the left atrium (produced as a consequence of a functional micro-reentry that locally activates the surrounding tissue to give rise to fibrillatory conduction affecting the rest of the atrial myocardium).4,5

Atrial fibrillation is an arrhythmia that tends to perpetuate itself, passing through the paroxysmal stage to become persistent and, finally, permanent. This is the consequence of important changes (remodeling) that take place in the electrical, mechanical and structural properties of the atrium.1,6 Atrial stimulation at high frequencies produces a rapid and heterogeneous shortening of the duration of the action potential (DAP) and of the atrial effective refractory period (AERP). This shortening is due to a number of changes in the ion currents that determine the repolarization of the atrium: a reduction in the transitory currents of K+ exit (Ito) and Ca2+ entry via the L channels (ICa), and an increase in the K+ exit current showing internal rectification (IK1).7 Internal rectification involves the channels moving K+ from the extracellular to the intracellular medium more efficiently than in the other direction.7,8 Thus, the channels with this property determine the membrane potential of the cardiac cells during diastole (stage 4) and participate in the final stage of repolarization (stage 3) of the cardiac action potential. In the atrial myocardium there is also a K+ exit current activated by acetylcholine (Ach), known as the IKACh, that also shows internal rectification. The channels that generate the IKACh are formed from heterotetramers of two IKACh subunits known as Kir3.1 and Kir3.4.8,9 Under physiological conditions, the Ach released from the parasympathetic nerve endings interacts with the M2 receptors coupled to G proteins on the surface of the membranes of the atrial myocytes and those of the sinoatrial and atrioventricular nodes.8,10 The interaction of Ach with these M2 receptors leads to the dissociation of the heterotrimeric Gi protein into its α and βγ subunits, the latter activating the IKACh through interaction with Kir3.1 and Kir3.4. The increase in the exit of K+ hyperpolarizes the membrane potential leading to a marked shortening of the DAP and AERP and
a reduction in the firing frequency of the sinoatrial node.

In animal models, vagal stimulation markedly and heterogeneously shortens the DAP and AERP and hyperpolarizes the membrane potential. These effects reduce the wavelength of the reentry circuit and facilitate the coexistence of a larger number of wave fronts, thus facilitating the induction and/or maintenance of AF.12-16 The heterogeneous distribution of vagal innervation and the density of M2 receptors in the atria also contribute to the heterogeneous shortening of the AERP, facilitating the persistence of AF. In addition, the hyperpolarization of the resting potential increases the availability of the NA+ current and increases excitability; thus the increase in the $I_{K_{ACh}}$ allows the stabilization and acceleration of the rotors maintaining AF. The finding in Kir3.4 KO mice that the stimulation of the M2 receptors does not produce AF17 confirms the functional role of the $I_{K_{ACh}}$ in the genesis of AF.

It has been shown in isolated sheep hearts that AF is maintained by one or more rotors anchored at the mouths of the pulmonary veins and the posterior wall of the left atrium.4-5 In this model, ACh accelerates the frequency of activation of the atrial rotors, but its effect is more marked in the left atrium than the right. This has been correlated with an increase in the quantity of Kir 3.1/3.4 mRNA and the density of $I_{K_{ACh}}$ in the left atrium; ie, ACh increases the frequency gradient between the atria during AF.16 In dogs, the density of M2 receptors and $I_{K_{ACh}}$ is greater in the left and right atrial appendages, and in the left atrium, than in the right atrium, the pulmonary veins or the superior vena cava.18 The posterior area of the left atrium and the pulmonary veins has an important role in the genesis and maintenance of AF. In animal models, the pulmonary veins-left atrium is where focal discharges and reentries occur during AF; indeed, the anatomical substrate of the region (discontinuity and brusque changes in the orientation of the muscle fibers) facilitates reentries.19 Autonomic innervation (cholinergic and sympathetic) is at its highest in the left atrium, in the anterosuperior segments of the superior pulmonary veins, in the inferior segments of the lowermost two, and at about 5 mm from the union of the pulmonary veins and left atrium. In addition, it is greater in the epicardial region than the endocardial region.19 However, no areas are predominantly sympathetic or parasympathetic. Furthermore, the high frequency stimulation of the pulmonary veins and superior vena cava produces a shortening of the DAP in both tissues. In the isolated pulmonary veins, however, the response is more heterogeneous since the DAP is shortened in some cells while in others it is prolonged, accompanied by early after-depolarizations that can induce AF.14 In patients with paroxysmal AF, the activation of the $I_{K_{ACh}}$ with adenosine increases the maximum dominant frequency at the union of the pulmonary veins-left atrium, amplifying the frequency gradient between the left and right atria. In patients with persistent AF, however, the increase in maximum dominant frequency is seen outside the region of the pulmonary veins.20 This indicates that paroxysmal AF is maintained by the activity generated at the union of the pulmonary veins and left atrium.

Vagal tone can also modify the recovery of electrical remodeling via the shortening of the AERP following the suppression of atrial overstimulation. In goats subjected to rapid atrial stimulation (RAS) (300 beats/min for 24 h), a marked shortening of the AERP is seen that recovers when stimulation is suspended. It has been observed that vagal stimulation shortens AERP even more during stimulation, and delays the recovery of electrical remodeling.21 However, in anaesthetized dogs, vagal stimulation prior to RAS prevents the shortening of the AERP.22 In patients with no history of AF subjected to RAS (300 beats/min for 5 min), atropine does not modify the shortening of the AERP, but accelerates its normalization after suspending RAS.23 These results indicate that vagal stimulation might modify the atrial electrical remodeling that occurs in the first few minutes after RAS. To study whether this might be the case, Zhao et al,24 publishing in this issue of the Revista Española de Cardiología, analyzed the changes in the AERP and the amplitude of the $I_{K_{ACh}}$ under controlled conditions following the stimulation of the right vagus nerve (RVN) and/or the left superior pulmonary veins (LSPV) at 500 beats/min for 4 h in anaesthetized dogs. The stimulation of the LSPV produced a shortening of the AERP associated with an increase in the dispersion of the AERP, and induced AF in all animals thus treated. In the LSPV+RVN group, no changes in AERP were seen, although the dispersal of the AERP was similar to that observed in the LSPV group; AF appeared in only 25% of the animals and always for a short period only (around 5 s). The amplitude of the $I_{K_{ACh}}$ was lower in the left superior pulmonary veins than in the atrial myocytes, and lower in the myocytes of the right atrium than in those of the left. The density of the $I_{K_{ACh}}$ increased in the animals subjected to LSPV stimulation, while in those of the LSPV+RVN group the $I_{K_{ACh}}$ density tended to diminish (ie, not significantly so). The authors of the work conclude that the shortening of the AERP produced after LSPV stimulation is related to an increase in $I_{K_{ACh}}$, and that stimulation of the RVN before the LSPV might inhibit atrial
vulnerability to AF by inhibiting this increase. Furthermore, they propose that the shortening of the AERP, and not the dispersion of the AERP, is the basis of the initiation of AF.

This study, however, suffers a number of limitations inherent to the methodology used: a) the small sampling density limits the precise determination of the AERP; b) the inducibility of AF was not analyzed in the areas of greatest dispersion of the AERP but only in fixed areas of the right atrium and the posterolateral zone of the left atrium; c) no complete study of the effects of RVN stimulation was performed, something that would have provided much interesting information; and d) LSPV stimulation was performed over the relatively short period of 4 h; it is unknown whether this period is long enough for stable electrical remodeling to be achieved in this experimental model. In fact, in the atrial myocytes of animals subjected to RAS for several days,\textsuperscript{25} and those of patients with chronic AF, there is a reduction in the quantity of Kir3.1 and Kir3.4 mRNA and of the $I_{\text{K,ACH}}$,\textsuperscript{6,8,26} with the aim of counteracting the shortening of the atrial DAP. However, in the atrial myocytes of patients who have suffered AF for more than 7 days the activity of a current generated by channels of the Kir3.x family, known as the constitutive $I_{\text{K,ACH}}$ ($I_{\text{K,ACH}}$), increases. This current is activated in the absence of ACh as well as in the presence of atropine.\textsuperscript{27,29} An increase in the $I_{\text{K,ACH}}$ in patients with chronic AF would increase atrial vulnerability to tachyarrhythmias and facilitate the perpetuation of AF.\textsuperscript{28,29} In contrast, the selective blockage of the $I_{\text{K,ACH}}$ with tertiapine has been reported to prolong the DAP and AERP and stop AF in remodeled atria without modifying the electrophysiologic properties of the ventricles, confirming the role of $I_{\text{K,ACH}}$ in the genesis of AF.\textsuperscript{30}

Despite these limitations, it is clear that gaining knowledge of the mechanism involved in the genesis and maintenance of AF is the first step in understanding arrhythmia in all its magnitude, and in identifying therapeutic targets that would allow safer and more effective therapies based on the pathophysiology of arrhythmia to be developed. From this point of view, the work of Zhao et al.\textsuperscript{34} represents an advance in the analysis of the mechanisms that might participate in atrial electrical remodeling during the first hours of AF. The search for knowledge in this area must now continue.
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